The Yukawa model in curved spacetime is considered. We consider a complex scalar field coupled to a U (1) gauge field and also interacting with Dirac fields with a general Yukawa coupling. The local momentum space method is used to obtain the one-loop effective action and we adopt the gauge condition independent background field method introduced by Vilkovisky and DeWitt. The pole parts of the one-loop effective action that depend on the background scalar field, that we do not assume to be constant, are found and used to calculate the counterterms and to determine the relevant renormalization group functions. Terms in the effective action that involve the gradient terms in the scalar field as well as the effective potential are found in the case where the scalar field and Dirac fields are massless. We also discuss the anomaly that arises if the pseudoscalar mass term for the Dirac fermions is removed by a chiral transformation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of a general Yukawa model in curved spacetime was given recently [1] . The principle aim of the present paper is to generalize this analysis by the inclusion of a gauge field. The issue of the possible dependence on the gauge condition is addressed through the use of the Vilkovisky-DeWitt [2, 3] formalism. We obtain a result for the effective action, including terms that involve the background scalar field gradient, at one-loop order up to and including terms that are quadratic in the curvature. This means that we do not restrict the background scalar field to be constant.
There is some previous work on Yukawa interactions with scalars in curved spacetime. A selected set of references includes [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In particular, [17] has looked at the renormalization group improved effective potential for the standard model in some detail and shown the potential importance of the R 2 terms in cosmology. The generalization of the original Coleman and Weinberg [18] analysis to curved spacetime was originally given by [19] but with the neglect of the R 2 terms. (See the overview in [20] based on earlier analysis in Ref. [21] .)
Yukawa interactions have also been considered in the asymptotic safety program for quantum gravity [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , as well as in perturbative quantum gravity [27] including unimodular gravity [28] [29] [30] and scale-invariant gravity [31] .
The outline of our paper is as follows. The general model of a charged scalar field interacting with a gauge filed and a spinor field through a Yukawa interaction is given in Sec. II. Both scalar and pseudoscalar mass terms are included, as are scalar and pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings. A brief description of the background field method [2, 3, 20, 32] is given in Sec. III, and the formal expression for the one-loop effective action is given. All the pole parts for the one-loop effective action coming from the vector and scalar fields are found.
The local momentum space method originated by Bunch and Parker [33] is used. In Sec. IV we evaluate the pole part of the one-loop effective action that arises from the spinor fields in two ways: one method uses a perturbative approach like that for the Bose fields in Sec. III; the other uses a direct functional integral evaluation. Both methods are shown to agree.
In Sec. V we combine all the results for the pole terms from previous sections and work out the necessary counterterms and renormalization group functions. The renormalization group is used to evaluate the effective potential and the gradient part of the effective action in the case where neither the scalar field nor the spinor field have mass. We present a short discussion in the last section and comment on an anomaly that arises [1] if the pseudoscalar mass term for the fermions is removed by a chiral transformation. Some of the technical calculations are contained in the Appendices.
II. THE GAUGED YUKAWA MODEL IN CURVED SPACETIME
We will consider a complex scalar field Φ(x) coupled to a U(1) gauge field A µ (x) in a gauge invariant way. To have a gauge invariant Yukawa interaction we must consider two Dirac fields, one uncharged that we will call χ(x), and one charged that we will call Ψ(x).
We will allow the possibility of both a scalar and a pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings. The spacetime dimension will be four and we will adopt dimensional regularization [34] . All our conventions for curvature and spinors will follow those in Parker and Toms [20] . The bare action will be taken to be (with the subscript 'B' signifying a bare quantity)
where
2a)
2b)
2c)
We use dv x to stand for the invariant spacetime volume element:
The gauge covariant derivative D µ is defined by
where ∇ µ is the spacetime covariant derivative. The gauge and spinor fields, as well as the spinor mass terms and Yukawa couplings are also bare but as we will not need to consider their renormalization here we will not indicate this explicitly. The theory is invariant under the local U(1) gauge transformation Φ(x) → e ieθ(x) Φ(x), (2.4a) Ψ(x) → e ieθ(x) Ψ(x), (2.4b)
F µν = ∇ µ A ν − ∇ ν A µ is the usual field strength tensor. The Yukawa coupling constants are denoted by w and w 5 and can be taken as arbitrary complex numbers. We allow for the possibility of both scalar and pseudoscalar couplings. Likewise, we include both scalar and pseudoscalar mass terms for the spinor fields. As discussed in [1] it is possible to remove the pseudoscalar mass term by a chiral transformation on the spinor fields; however, the effective action is not invariant under this change due to an anomaly. This anomaly does not affect the one-loop counterterms but we will leave the action in the form given above. = I where I the identity matrix, and constant (since it is defined in terms of the local orthonormal frame γ-matrices). The factors of i in (2.2c) ensure that the action is real. The gravitational part of the action, S grav , is required to deal with the vacuum part of the effective action [20, 36] .
Our aim here is to calculate the curved spacetime effective potential to one-loop order using the renormalization group. We will therefore expand about a general scalar field background but set the background gauge and spinor fields to zero. Because we are only working to one-loop order we only need to keep terms in the expansion of the action that are quadratic in the quantum fields (which are those that are integrated over in the functional integral that defines the effective action). It is simplest to do this if we write the complex scalar field in terms of its real and imaginary parts as
The U(1) gauge symmetry now becomes an O(2) symmetry for (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ). We can use this symmetry to take the background scalar field to lie in the Φ 1 direction without any loss of generality. We will therefore take the background field expansion of the complex scalar field 6) where ϕ(x) is the background scalar field, which is real, and φ 1 , φ 2 are the quantum fields that are integrated over in the functional integral.
Using (2.6) we find from (2.2) that the terms in the action that are quadratic in the quantum fields are
Because there are no direct couplings between the quantum Fermi fields (χ, Ψ) and the quantum Bose fields (A µ , φ 1 , φ 2 ) the functional integral will factorize. The contributions from the Bose and Fermi fields can be considered separately and this will be done in Secs. III and IV respectively.
III. CONTRIBUTION TO THE EFFECTIVE ACTION FROM BOSE FIELDS
To compute the contribution of Bose fields to the effective action we must first choose a gauge condition. We will utilize the Vilkovisky-DeWitt method [2, 3] here. All our conventions and notation will follow [20] where a more detailed description can be found.
The formalism gives a result for the effective action that is completely independent of the choice of gauge condition. Although it is possible to proceed with a general gauge choice, as emphasized originally by Fradkin and Tseytlin [37] calculations are considerably simpler if a special gauge condition is chosen, namely the Landau-DeWitt gauge. If we let ϕ i represent the complete set of fields in condensed notation, then the set of gauge transformations can be written as
for some K i α . Here δǫ α represent the infinitesimal parameters of the gauge transformation.
From (2.4) we have (using (2.5))
The expressions for K i α can be simply read off from comparison with (3.1). The central idea behind the Vilkovisky-DeWitt method is to consider a metric on the space of fields and use this to construct a connection. The effective action can then be obtained in a completely covariant way that is independent of how the fields are parametrized, as well as independent of the gauge condition. The field space metric can be obtained from the derivative terms in the action by analogy with the nonlinear sigma model (where a covariant approach is both obvious and natural). Because of the sign difference in the terms of (2.7) for the gauge and scalar fields we can choose the field space metric, g ij in condensed notation, to be
with the choice (A µ , φ 1 , φ 2 ) for the condensed index expression ϕ i . With our conventions, if we perform a Wick rotation to imaginary time g ij becomes positive definite, hence the overall sign choice in (3.3).
If we now write the background field expansion generally as
where ϕ i ⋆ is the background field and η i is the quantum field, then the Landau-DeWitt gauge condition reads
If we uncondense the indices in (3.5) we have [20, Sec. 7.5.1] shows that it holds to all orders in the loop expansion.) The net result is that we may now proceed as usual in our evaluation of the effective action with the assurance that everything is covariant and independent of the gauge condition. If any other gauge choice than Landau-DeWitt is made then the calculation is more involved as the full Vilkovisky-DeWitt connection must be used.
The one-loop effective action coming from the Bose fields Γ (1) Bose is given by
where [dϕ i ] denotes integration over the Bose fields (A µ , φ 1 , φ 2 ), and S Bose quad is the quadratic part of (2.7) coming from just the Bose fields. The δ-function in the integrand can be exponentiated using the standard representation for the δ-function 8) extended to functions. Ignoring any overall constants that can be absorbed into the functional measure we then have
10)
The α → 0 limit is understood in (3.9).
We are interested in terms in Γ
Bose that contain poles that involve the background scalar field ϕ. We can writeS 11) where the subscript on the right-hand side counts the power of ϕ that occurs. From (2.7) and (3.10) we have
Because we will be calculating the effective potential using the renormalization group functions it is essential to consider any possible renormalization of the background scalar field ϕ. This means it is not allowed to assume that ϕ is constant as this will miss any possible field renormalization.
The term in S 0 will contribute to the vacuum part of the effective action that we will consider later. We will initially concentrate on those terms in Γ
Bose that involve the background scalar field ϕ with the goal of identifying the renormalization counterterms and the scalar field renormalization factor so that the renormalization group functions can be found. Because the integrand in (3.9) involves a Gaussian it is possible to use the heat kernel method but this is complicated by the fact that the resulting operator is not diagonal in the fields, and additionally that the operator for the vector fields is not minimal due to the presence of the A µ ∇ µ ∇ ν A ν term in (3.12a). It would be possible to use the method of Barvinsky and Vilkovisky [38] or else of Moss and Toms [39] here, but we will instead make use of a different method that makes more contact with a traditional Feynman diagram analysis.
We will treat S 1 +S 2 as the interaction part of the action with S 0 determining the Green's functions or propagators. The one-loop effective action in (3.9) becomes
where · · · means to evaluate using Wick's theorem with only terms corresponding to connected diagrams kept. The basic Green functions are defined by
Terms like A µ (x)φ 1 (x ′ ) that involve different Bose fields will vanish because S 0 is diagonal in the fields. When the exponential in (3.13) is expanded in powers of S 1 + S 2 this will ensure that all terms that are odd in ϕ will vanish. By simple power counting, which is valid at one-loop order, all terms that involve ϕ with a power that exceeds four will be finite and contain no pole terms in dimensional regularization; these terms can make no contribution to the renormalization group functions. If we denote the pole part of any expression by PP{· · · } it then follows from (3.13) that PP Γ
(1)
is quadratic in ϕ, and
is quartic in ϕ. We will evaluate the pole parts of Γ 2 and Γ 4 in the next two subsections.
The first term on the right hand side of (3.18) will be evaluated in Sec. III C.
A. PP {Γ 2 } By using (3.12b) along with (3.14) it can be shown that
In an similar way
The calculation of (3.19) is the most involved so we will do it first.
To evaluate the pole parts of the products of Green functions we will use the local momentum space method of Bunch and Parker [33] and dimensional regularization [34] . An outline of the details is given in Appendix A. Details of the extraction of the pole terms of the Green function expressions are given in Appendix B.
If we use (B8), (B10) and (B18) in (3.19) we obtain
Using (B2) and (B3) in (3.20) results in
Using (3.21) and (3.22) in (3.17) we find that
before the α → 0 limit is taken. Note that the terms in 1/α that occur separately in (3.21) and (3.22) cancel to leave a result that is finite as α → 0. This cancellation provides a useful check on the algebraic technicalities since the α → 0 limit must exist. The final result for the pole terms in the effective action that are quadratic in ϕ coming from the scalar and vector fields is (now letting α → 0)
We will now use (3.18) to evaluate the pole terms in the one-loop effective action that arise from the Bose fields and that are quartic in the background scalar field ϕ. We will take each of the four terms in (3.18) in turn using (3.12b) for S 1 and (3.12c) for S 2 .
PP S 2 2
It is convenient to write (3.12c) as the sum of the two terms,
It then follows that
The cross-term S 21 S 22 vanishes since it does not give rise to a connected Feynman diagram.
Using (3.14) it can be shown that
Power counting shows that the pole parts of both
from the flat spacetime parts of the local momentum space expansions described in Appendix A. From (B19) and (B20) we find
when the results from (3.27a) and (3.27b) are combined.
PP S 2 1 S 2
We can write the result in (3.12b) for S 1 as the sum of the two terms
29a)
Power counting shows that
If we use S 2 = S 21 + S 22 as in (3.25) we have
The pole parts of the Green's function expressions appearing in (3.31) are evaluated in (B21) and (B22) in Appendix B. It can be shown that
If we use (3.29) it can be seen, based on power counting, that
The pole part of the product of Green's functions here is evaluated in (B23) from Appendix B and gives
If we now combine the three terms found in (3.28),(3.32), and (3.34) the pole part of Γ 4 from (3.18) turns out to be
All the potentially troublesome terms in α −1 and α −2 that arose at intermediate stages and
which would have prevented taking the Landau-DeWitt limit α → 0 have cancelled. The limit α → 0 can now be taken in (3.35) to obtain the gauge independent result. It must be remembered that this is only part of the effective action and the ghost fields and fermions must also be included.
C. Ghost contribution
From (3.13) the ghost contribution to the one-loop effective action is
We will first use the perturbative approach utilized in the earlier sections to evaluate the pole part. The result will then be checked with the heat kernel method.
Start by writing (3.36) as a functional integral over the Faddeev-Popov ghost fieldsc(x) and c(x) which are treated as anticommuting:
We can treat the e 2 ϕ 2 part as an interaction term,
As in (3.13) we find
with · · · meaning to Wick reduce the expression with only connected terms kept. If we just concentrate on the terms that involve the background field ϕ and that can contain poles we have PP Γ
The Wick reduction is performed by treatingc, c as anticommuting with the basic relation
The signs were chosen here so that ∆ g (x, x ′ ) coincides with the scalar field Green's function ∆(x, x ′ ) in (3.15b) with m 2 s = 0 and ξ = 0. We immediately have the local momentum space expansion from (A14a) and (A14b) as
where terms up to and including p −4 have been shown.
Using (3.38) and (3.41) we have
Using the dimensionally regulated result of (B1a) and (B1b) it is easy to show that
The pole part of Γ (1) ghost that depends on ϕ is therefore given from (3.40) by
As mentioned above we can use the heat kernel method to check this result. Use of known heat kernel coefficients [32, 40, 41] (see [20, [42] [43] [44] [45] ] for reviews) allows us in addition to obtain the vacuum part of the pole part of the one-loop effective action coming from the ghost fields that is independent of the background scalar field. (The vacuum part could also be found by using the local momentum space method but this would entail working to higher order in the expansions than we have done here. See for example [33, 46] .) For any covariant derivative D µ and any Q(x) we have (using the notation of [20, pages 193-194] )
(A total derivative term that cannot contribute to (3.47) has been omitted here.) For the ghosts D µ = ∇ µ acting on scalars, so W µν = 0 for the ghost fields. There is only one field so the trace in (3.47) is redundant. The expression for Q is
The terms that involve ϕ are seen to be the same as those found earlier in (3.46) . In addition to a vacuum contribution, the ghost fields will only contribute to the ξ and λ renormalization group functions.
IV. CONTRIBUTION TO THE EFFECTIVE ACTION FROM FERMI FIELDS
We now turn to the contributions from the fermion fields Ψ and χ whose action was given in (2.7). This will be done in two ways, one using the part of the action that involves ϕ treated as an interaction and proceeding as we did in Sec. III, and the other way using a functional approach.
A. Perturbative approach
From (2.7) we can define a term in S 1 that is linear in ϕ as S 1 = S 11 + S 12 where
1)
From (3.17) and (3.18) we have the parts of the one-loop effective action that are quadratic and quartic in ϕ as
Note that there is no term in S 2 here, and that there are no terms odd in ϕ as these would involve unequal (odd) numbers of Ψ and of χ fields that integrate to zero in the functional integral. The essential difference between the Fermi and Bose cases is that here we must treat the fields Ψ and χ as anticommuting in the functional integration.
We will define the Feynman Green's functions for the two spinor fields to be Ψ(x, x ′ ) and
The basic results needed to evaluate (4.3) and (4.4) are
where α and β denote spinor indices.
It is now straightforward to show that S 2 1 = 2 S 11 S 12 and then to show that , and then that
Before evaluating the pole parts of the two expressions in (4.9) and (4.10) we will show how they can be obtained using functional methods. This serves as a useful check on the results.
B. Functional approach
Write the fermion part of the action in (2.7) in the matrix form
Integration over the anticommuting fields Ψ and χ gives the full contribution to the effective action coming from the fermions as
where F is the matrix appearing in (4.11). The only ϕ dependence is through B and C in (4.12b) and (4.12c). We can write
here. From (4.5) it can be seen that 15) and from (4.6) that
Using (4.14) in (4.13) results in
Here we use Tr to denote the functional as well as the Dirac trace. So for example, Tr X = dv x tr X(x, x) where tr is just the Dirac trace.
All the dependence on ϕ occurs in X in (4.17). The first term in (4.17) gives the vacuum contribution that we will consider later. The term in Tr(I + X) can be expanded in powers of X. Because X takes the off-diagonal form given in (4.18) all terms odd in X will have a vanishing trace. This means that Γ fermion will be even in ϕ, a result that was also noted above using the perturbative approach. Keeping terms up to quartic order in ϕ we have
From (4.18) we have
20a)
It is now easy to see that 21) and that 22) where (4.9) and (4.10) are regained.
Suppose that we define
We need the local momentum space expansions for the Feynman Green's functions. The results follow from [1] :
is the flat spacetime expression, and
contains all terms that are linear in the curvature. Power counting shows that the terms indicated are sufficient to calculate the pole part in (4.23). Similar expressions hold for the Feynman Green's function χ(x, x ′ ) that we will not indicate explicitly here.
It is easily seen that
28)
The pole parts are identified by expanding the integrands of (4.28) and (4.29) in powers of q keeping those terms that behave like q −4 for large q. After some calculation, using (B1), it can be shown that
As with the Bose case we have 31) and (B17) is used to return from Riemann normal to general coordinates.
The pole part of (4.29) is simplified by noting that the q −4 term comes from the q −1 part of Ψ 0 or χ 0 , and the q −3 part of χ 1 or Ψ 1 . This means that we may set p = 0 in (4.29) and ignore all the mass terms resulting in a reasonably simple calculation. The net result is 
This gives all terms in the one-loop effective action that are quadratic in ϕ coming from the quantized fermions.
D. Evaluation of PP Γ fermion

4
Power counting in (4.10) shows that the pole part will come from just the flat spacetime terms in the local momentum space expansion. Furthermore, the fermion mass terms cannot contribute to the pole. After a bit of calculation, it can be shown that
We now have all terms arising from the fermion fields that can give rise to the scalar field renormalization, as well as the renormalization of the non-minimal coupling constant ξ, the scalar field mass, and the scalar field quartic coupling constant. The counterterms and renormalization group functions will be evaluated in the next section.
V. COUNTERTERMS, RENORMALIZATION GROUP FUNCTIONS, AND EF-FECTIVE POTENTIAL
A. Gravitational pole terms
We can obtain the gravitational counterterms from the one-loop effective action by setting the background scalar field ϕ = 0 and performing the functional integration. The gravitational part of the one-loop effective action is
Here the α → 0 limit is understood as we are using the Landau-DeWitt gauge. The first term arises from the two scalar degrees of freedom, the second one from the vector field, the third term from the ghosts, and the last two terms from the Dirac spinors. The basic heat kernel result (see [20] for example) is that
where O is a second order differential operator like that in the first three terms of (5.1), and E 2 (x) is a coefficient in the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel for O. For reviews see [20, 32, [42] [43] [44] [45] for some of the literature. The most general derivation of E 2 was given by Gilkey [40, 41] for the case of minimal operators (those whose leading second derivative terms involve only ). For non-minimal operators, like that for the vector field where ∇ µ ∇ ν occurs, see [38] or [39] and references therein. The Dirac spinor contributions can be put into a second order from as in [1] by defining a new covariant derivative. It can be shown
where For any operator of the form O = D 2 + Q, the E 2 coefficient is given by (3.48) where
For the Dirac spinors, using (5.4a) it follows that [47, 48] .) The necessary E 2 coefficient for the real vector field has also been calculated using the local momentum expression in [46] and more generally in [39] . It follows from these references that for the vector field operator that appears in (5.1) 6) provided that terms that are total derivatives are discounted. (This is not true if R µ ν is replaced with something else, or if the total derivatives are included in the E 2 coefficient; however, we only require the integrated E 2 coefficient here.)
The pole terms in Γ (1) grav can now be shown to be PP Γ (1) 
B. Counterterms
The bare classical action follows from (2.2) as (keeping only the background scalar field Φ = ϕ/ √ 2 and gravitational field non-zero) as 8) with the subscript 'B' denoting a bare quantity. We will define the renormalization counterterms, following 't Hooft [49] , by
The 't Hooft unit of mass µ gives the renormalized quantities the dimensions for all n that they have in the physical spacetime dimension n = 4.
The counterterm part of the action that will be used to absorb the one-loop pole terms coming from the full effective action will be
The counterterms in (5.10) are fixed by requiring that S ct + PP{Γ (1) } remain finite as ǫ → 0. If all the pole terms calculated previously in (3.24),(3.35),(3.49),(4.33),(4.34), and (5.7) are combined it can be seen that
C. Renormalization group functions
It is now possible to apply 't Hooft's method [49] to calculate the renormalization group functions from the counterterms. We follow the notation and conventions of [20] with q i representing any of the terms entering the theory, including the background field ϕ. The change in q i under a change in the renormalization mass scale µ is given by
The renormalization group functions are found from the one-loop counterterms given in (5.11) to be 
(5.13f)
In the case where there are no mass scales present in the classical theory (apart from the fields) the method of Coleman and Weinberg [18] can be used to evaluate the terms in the effective action in terms of the renormalization group functions. We will only be concerned with what is obtained at one-loop order, rather than the exact results given in [18] , often referred to as renormalization group improved. The method described in [1] can be used to show that 14) where Z(ϕ), V 0 (ϕ), V 1 (ϕ), α i (ϕ) are given to one-loop order by
where β α i so that
This gives a complete evaluation of those terms in the one-loop effective action that can be found from renormalization group considerations. The results have been established in a way that respects gauge invariance, independence of the choice of gauge condition, and also in a way that is independent of the choice made for the scalar field parametrization.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have considered the one-loop counterterms for a charged scalar field interacting with a gauge field and Dirac spinors through a Yukawa interaction. These counterterms were used to calculate the renormalization group functions and the curved spacetime effective potential up to and including order R 2 along with the gradient terms in the scalar field in the massless case. The background scalar field was not assumed to be constant so that the field renormalization could be calculated. All calculations were done in a way that respects gauge and field parametrization invariance, and crucially independence from the choice of gauge condition. The local momentum space method was used along with some heat kernel results. We did not present a full analysis of all one-loop counterterms and renormalization group functions as was done in the simpler case [1] , but the methods used there could be applied here without any essential difficulties.
We included an unconventional pseudoscalar mass term of the generic form m 5ψ γ 5 ψ for each of the two Dirac spinors in (2.2c). As noted in [1] this term can be transformed away in flat spacetime by a chiral rotation of the Dirac fields. However, in curved spacetime there is an anomaly and the effective action is not invariant under the necessary transformation.
For the theory in the present paper a similar analysis to that presented in [1] shows that the change in the effective action under the necessary transformation is This result in (6.1) is exact. The transformations necessary to remove the pseudoscalar mass terms, given in (C1) and (C2), also change the coefficients in the Yukawa interaction.
There is also the option of transforming away either the scalar or else the pseudoscalar Yukawa interactions instead of the pseudoscalar mass term. Again, an anomaly like that in (6.1) will result with w and w 5 appearing in place of the masses. Because the anomaly term is finite and is independent of the quantized fields it cannot affect the perturbative evaluation of the counterterms.
It is possible to generalize the analysis that we have presented here to the non-Abelian case. It is also possible to work in a more general choice of gauge and see exactly how the gauge condition parameters disappear from the effective action if the Vilkovisky-DeWitt formalism is used as was done in the pioneering calculation of Fradkin and Tseytlin [37] . The details are somewhat more involved than those presented here and will be given elsewhere. vector or tensor). For the case of spacetime indices it is advantageous to refer them to a local orthonormal frame by using the vierbein formalism as noted in [46] . Suppose that the Green's function obeys
Here A µν , B µ and C are some functions of x that are specific to the Green's function being considered. They will be specified for scalars in (A9) and for vectors in (A10) below.
The basic idea behind the local momentum space method [33] is to introduce Riemann normal coordinates at the point in spacetime whose local coordinates are x ′µ and to expand about that point using
Expressions for A µν , B µ and C are developed as a power series in y µ . We will take (suppressing the indices i and j here)
The absence of a linear term in (A3a) and a zeroth order term in (A3b) will be seen to hold in our case but the method does not rely on either of these assumptions. For the Green's function we take
where G i j (p; x ′ ) can depend on the origin of the Riemann normal coordinates. We can expand G i j (p; x ′ ) as an asymptotic series in p whose coefficients depend on the terms in the expansions given in (A3). If we write
where the subscript 0, 2, . . . counts the dimension (in units of mass or inverse length) of the coefficient of p, it can be shown that [46]
and that
Because it follows from (A6) that G 0 ∼ p −2 for large p from (A8) we can conclude that
for large p. Higher order terms in the expansion (A5) will fall off even faster than p −4 . This means that we will not need any of the higher order terms in our calculation.
The scalar field Green's function obeys (3.15b). By comparison with (A1) we can identify (leaving off the spacetime coordinates)
For the vector field, from (3.15a) we have 
All curvature terms on the right-hand side of (A13) are evaluated at the origin of Riemann
using Feynman or Schwinger parameters. The basic integrals needed are
From (A14b) it can be seen that
This result can also be obtained from the known coefficients in the heat kernel expansion as described originally in [54] and provides a check on the local momentum space expansion.
From (A14d) it can be shown that
This result can also be obtained from the known heat kernel coefficient for nonminimal operators as found in [46] or [39] .
we have upon using the local momentum space expansions (A4) for each Green function
Only terms in the integrand of (B5) that behave like q −4 for large q will result in a pole, so it is clear that the flat spacetime expressions (A14a) and (A14c) can be used here. The result is
giving
The presence of the Dirac δ on the right-hand side of (B7) allows us to deduce that
upon the return to general coordinates.
We also need PP {G µν (x, x ′ )∇ µ ∆(x, x ′ )}. We can use the local momentum space expansions for the Green functions to write
Power counting again shows that the pole term coming from the integrand in (B9) that behaves like q −4 can be found using the flat spacetime terms (A14a) and (A14c). After some calculation, and returning to general coordinates, it follows that
The last term needed for the evaluation of S
The calculation of this expression is a bit more involved than the previous ones. We can write
with
By using the expansion (A13e) and that for the scalar field Green function (A4) along with (A14a) and (A14b) it follows that
where the higher order terms not shown fall off faster than p −2 . Because the vector field
Green function behaves at least like p −2 these higher order terms cannot contribute to the
. We then find that
The integrand of (B15) can now be expanded in powers of q keeping terms that behave like q −4 . Both (A14c) and (A14d) must be used here. After some calculation it follows that
To return from Riemann normal to general coordinates we must use [1]
This leads to the result that
In Sec. III we need PP {∆ 2 (x, x ′ )}. This is easily evaluated using the flat spacetime part of the local momentum space expansion given in (A14a). The curvature term in (A14b) cannot contribute to the pole part. It is easily shown that
In a similar way by using (A14c) it can be shown that
In (3.31a) we require PP {G
Power counting shows that the curvature corrections to the Green's functions cannot contribute to the pole coming from the product of Green's functions. The calculation is therefore identical to the flat spacetime result and it is easy to show that
In a similar way the expression needed in (3.31b) can be shown to be
To evaluate the product of Green's functions in (3.33) it can again be shown that the pole terms come only from the flat spacetime expansions in the local momentum space expressions. It can be shown that
Appendix C: The anomaly
We outline the main steps in the derivation that leads up to (6.1) in this appendix. The path integral approach of Fujikawa [50-52] is used here and we follow our earlier paper [1] .
We also make use of [20, Sec. 5.9] for some of the intermediate details.
The spinor fields χ and Ψ in (2.2c) can be transformed as
Ψ(x) = e −i ω γ 5 Ψ ′ (x),
where the angles ϑ and ω are chosen to eliminate the pseudoscalar mass terms. 
The Yukawa terms in (2.2c) will also transform but we do not require the explicit form of this here. The classical theories based on the original and transformed fields will be identical.
However, there will be an anomaly in the quantum theory [1] due to the parity violating pseudoscalar mass terms.
To calculate this anomaly it is expedient to adopt Fujikawa's [50-52] method and analyse the change in the measure of the functional integral for the fermion part of the theory. If we let χ N be a complete orthonormal set of solutions to the Dirac equation from (2.2c),
and similarly let ψ N be a complete orthonormal set of solutions to 
We will allow there to be a background vector field present in the covariant derivative in (C5) for generality although this is not central to the calculation.
By making use of the orthonormality and completeness of the modes χ N and ψ N it can be shown as described in [1] that
where E 2 and E 2 are the heat kernel coefficients for the Dirac operators in (C4) and (C5).
Making use of (3.48) shows that 
